Request for funds to maintain existing Explosive Ordnance Detection K-9 Teams

Explosive Ordnance Detection K-9 Program teams are used for the detection of commercial, military, and homemade explosives. K9 sweeps are completed locally and regionally for various concert venues, road races, parades, and special events, including Presidential details. This is in alignment with DHS/FEMA's national priority of Safety and Security. Core capabilities include physical protective measures and screening, search, and detection.

The (K-9 Team Name) was formed in (YEAR). (K-9 Team) Is seeking $(TOTAL). The funds will be utilized to provide veterinary care for an annual physical and emergency care, specialty K9 nutrition feed, and purchase supplies related to K9 response.

Sample 1 is an example of an invest justification meeting the requirements for funding. Sample 2 is an example of an invest justification lacking in details.

Sample 1

Explosive Ordnance Detection K-9 Program teams are used for the detection of commercial, military, and homemade explosives. K9 sweeps are completed locally and regionally for various concert venues, road races, parades, and special events, including Presidential details. This is in alignment with DHS/FEMA's national priority of Safety and Security. Core capabilities include physical protective measures and screening, search, and detection.

The Fulton County EOD K-9 Team was formed in 2002. The Fulton County EOD K-9 Team Is seeking $3,000.00. The funds will be utilized to provide veterinary care for annual and emergency care, specialty K9 nutrition feed, and purchase supplies related to K9 response.

Sample 2

The Stow County EOD K-9 Team was formed in 2121. K-9 Team wants $3,000.00 to run the program, gets some dog treats and rewards, pay vets, and expenses to pay for boarding of the dog for when the handlers is on vacation or out sick.